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Simonetta Ginelli, Germany's most popular Harpist, 
has performed with American Pop Star Beyoncé at the MTV 
Music Awards, appeared alongside leading German Rock 
Stars Peter Maffay and Westernhagen as well as having 
entertained, as a solo artist, such diverse luminaries as the 
German President, the German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel, Swedish Queen and King, Spanish King, the 
President of Kazakhstan, Princess of Thailand Ubol 
Ratana, former Secretary-General of the U.N. Kofi Annan 
and CEO of Microsoft Bill Gates, et al. 
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Simonetta  has performed at the VW World Congress, for Deutsche 
Bank, for Wella in Paris, Honeywell, Siemens, Allianz, Martini, Breitling, 
Pepsi, BVLGARI and Samsung, among other well-known international 
brands. She has featured musically in the special 50th Anniversary Rolling 
Stones TV documentary on German network ARD and has made a well-
received appearance as herself on the famous German soap opera 
“Forbidden Love” as well as other network Television appearances such as 
in Bethlehem playing Ave Maria in the Nativity Church for ZDF. 
Simonetta  was deeply honored to be the only performer featured on a 
professional sample catalog for the Harp ( used on such hit shows as “CSI: 
NY,” “LOST” and other popular films, TV and recordings) and has recently 
earned "Top Recommendation" and "Best Service Provider" - Awards 
due to her excellent reviews. 
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Simonetta  combines classical and popular styles of playing 
the Harp with technical advancements in Virtual Reality,  
such as Interactive Harp Playing (for a global corporate 
brand in Brussels, for example)  or Video Mapping ( in a 
Highlights Show in Stockholm for HUAWEI, among others). 
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After studying harp classically in 
Graz/Austria and at the famous 
"Hanns Eisler Hochschule" of 
Berlin, Simonetta  has had the 
pleasure of performing to 
appreciative audiences in France, 
Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, 
Sweden, Israel, the United States 
of America and all over Germany. 
Simonetta  plays the classical 
repertoire with an unique emotional 

touch and her extensive popular repertoire (including jazz standards, movie 
music, favorites from the ‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s and modern pop) with classical 
technique.  

 
 

To achieve a longstanding dream, Simonetta 
founded a neo-bossa-nova, cabaret-style band, THE 
DEJA NOVA TRIO, performing everything from 
material from Adele, The Doors,  Deep Purple, 
Nirvana, Radiohead, The Rolling Stones, Lady 
Gaga and Coldplay ...  to “Moon River” and other 
famous Movie Themes. 
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The DEJA NOVA TRIO performed for the UEFA Champions League, the 
great Grand Lodges of the Freemasons, MSC, IG Metall and other well 
known brands. 
 
Her new programme with original songs opens an exciting new door for the 
Harpist: along with her favorite singer Avi she is able to move the audience 
with her emotional Harp and vocal performances. 
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